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NFACOM: A new program for
relating solutions in exploratory factor analysis
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A new version of the program FACOM (comparison of
exploratory factor analysis solutions) is presented, The
new version (NFACOM) greatly extends the possibilities
of the previous versions, It is now possible to use congru
ence as well as least squares comparisons in both orthog
onal and oblique situations, What is more, n solutions,
not just two, can be compared, Recently developed algo
rithms have been implemented; others, which have proved
not to be theoretically wellfounded, have been omitted,

The program FACOM(Lorenzo & Ferrando, 1996)was
developed for comparing exploratory factor analysis (EFA)
solutions in a variety of situations, Since its original pre
sentation, FACOM has undergone considerable modifi
cations which greatly extend its possibilities: Many re
cently developed procedures have been added, but others,
which have proved not to be theoretically correct, have
been removed, The purpose of this announcement is to
describe the features and facilities of the new FACOM
(NFACOM),

The new version of the program enables factors to be
compared in the following situations, none of which
were considered in the previous version:

1, Orthogonal comparison versus oblique comparison.
The researcher should decide whether the factors in the
final solutions are to be orthogonal or oblique, NFACOM
can perform the comparison in both situations,

2, Procrustes comparison versus congruence compari
son, The first method is based on a least squares rotation;
the second is based on a proportional rotation, Because
the first method is much more strict, it is recommended
only when one ofthe solutions is a hypothetical One(i.e.,
a theoretical target matrix), When two solutions have
been obtained from different samples, a congruence ro
tation is recommended (Brokken, 1983),

3, Two-solution comparison versus n-solution com
parison, When only two solutions are to be compared,
one of them is taken as a target and the other is rotated
(Cliff, 1966), However, ifmore than two solutions are to
be compared, all of them are jointly rotated to a common
solution (ten Berge, 1977),

The new procedures implemented in NFACOM for the
situations described, are shown in Figure 1, Note that
oblique comparison has not been considered with n
solutions, because theoretical algorithms have yet to be
developed,
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de Psicologia, Universidad "Rovira i Virgili," carretera Valls sin, 43007
Tarragona, Spain.

In addition to these new methods, the old CANONI
CAL and SCORECOMP procedures are still available in
NFACOM (see Lorenzo & Ferrando, 1996). However,
according to ten Berge (1996), the method of Kaiser,
Hunka, and Bianchini (1971) has a dubious theoretical
basis, and has therefore been omitted in the new version,

The procedures shown in Figure I can now be briefly
introduced.

ORTHOPROC
Input. Two orthogonal patterns (or the oblique pat

terns together with the correlation matrices between fac
tors) for each solution.

Rotation. Procrustes orthogonal rotation (Cliff, 1966),
in which the second solution is taken as a target.

Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep
ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r be
tween the corresponding factor loadings.

ORTHOCON
Input. Two orthogonal patterns (or the oblique pat

terns together with the correlation matrices between fac
tors) for each solution.

Rotation. Congruence orthogonal rotation (Kiers &
Groenen, 1996), in which the second solution is taken as
a target.

Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep
ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r be
tween the corresponding factor loadings.

MULPROC
Input. The n orthogonal patterns (or the oblique pat

terns with the factor correlation matrices) for the n solu
tions.

Rotation. Procrustes orthogonal rotation (ten Berge,
1977), in which all the solutions are rotated to a common
solution and then to a common Varimax position (see
ten Berge, 1984, for details).

Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep
ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r be
tween the factor loadings. All these indices are computed
for each pair of solutions.

MULCON
Input. The n orthogonal patterns (or the oblique pat

terns with the factor correlation matrices) for the n solu
tions.

Rotation. Procrustes congruence rotation (Kiers &
Groenen, 1996), in which all the solutions are rotated to
a common solution and then to a common Varimax posi
tion (see ten Berge, 1984, for details).

Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep
ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r be
tween the factor loadings. All these indices are computed
for each pair of solutions.
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Two-Solution n-Solution
Procrustes Congruence Procrustes Congruence

Orthogonal ORTHOPROC ORTHOCON MULPROC MULCON

Oblique OBLIPROC OBLICON none none

Figure 1. The new procedures that allow factor comparison in the foUowing situations: or
thogonal versus oblique, procrustes versus congruence, and two-solutions versus n solutions.

OBLIPROC
Input. Two oblique patterns with their corresponding

factor correlation matrices.
Rotation. Procrustes oblique rotation (ten Berge &

Nevels, 1977), in which the second solution is taken as a
target.

Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep
ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r
between the corresponding factor loadings.

OBLICON
Input. Two oblique patterns with their corresponding

factor correlation matrices.
Rotation. Congruence oblique rotation (Mosier, 1939),

in which the second solution is taken as a target.
Output. Coefficient of factorial congruence, discrep

ancy index, salient similarity index, and the Pearson r be
tween the corresponding factor loadings.

A BriefExample
All the procedures implemented in NFACOM can be

computed with the use ofprogram files written in ASCII.
As an example, the reader may consider the following
EXAMPLE.PRG program:

OUTPUT EXAMPLE.LST;
FORMAT = 4.2f;
DATASET 'sample I ' VARIABLES 9 FACTORS 3

OR_PATTERN sample l.dat;
DATASET 'sample2' VARIABLES 9 FACTORS 3

OR]ATTERN sample2.dat;
DATASET 'sample3' VARIABLES 9 FACTORS 3

OR_PATTERN sample3.dat;
RUN MULCON sample I sample2 sample3;
END;

In this example, three orthogonal patterns have been
stored in the files: samplel.dat, sample2.dat, and sam
ple3.dat (in ASCII). All the patterns in the example have
three factors and nine variables. With the MULCON pro
cedure, they are all rotated to a common position and
then to a Varimax position. To run this EXAMPLE.PRG
file (in ASCII), the following DOS command is needed:

C:\NFACOM\NFACOM EXAMPLE.PRG

The OUTPUT file is EXAMPLE.LST (as defined in
EXAMPLE.PRG).

Software and Hardware Requirements
NFACOMhas been developedto run in a PC-compatible

DOS environment. The computer should be a compati
ble 486 with at least 4 MB of extended memory.

Availability and Documentation
NFACOM.EXE, some examples of application and a

short manual can be obtained free ofcharge from the au
thors. Mail should be addressed to Urbano Lorenzo, De
partamento de Psicologia, Universitat "Rovira i Virgili,"
Ctra de Valls sin, 43007 Tarragona, Spain, or via elec
tronic mail (uls@astor.urv.es). A diskette containing the
program and the manual are available for $8 U.S. to cover
the cost ofmailing. It can be also retrieved via anonymous
ftp from trento.fcep.urv.es (IP 193.144.19.125)
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